Interaction processes in Al/Ni/.../Al/Ni multilayer systems with an excess of one of the components are studied by of DSC, XRD and TEM methods. It is shown that the compounds formation sequence differs depending on which component is excessive. There is proposed a rule for compounds formation sequence in systems with an excess of one of the initial phases. It is based on the assumption that behaviour of two contacting solid phases system is analogical to that of a gas system: energy density change in a solid-state system is analogical to pressure change in gas system. The prediction is built on the calculation of parameter DH 0 /nV, where DH 0 and nV are enthalpy change and volume of new phase forming as a result of the reaction. 
Introduction
Al/Ni/.../Al/Ni multilayer system has attracted the attention of researchers for a long time. This is due to its use as a composite material or application for producing rapidly solidified Al-Ni alloys with specific properties [1, 2, 3] . At the same time, it is attractive because it implements wave combustion due to self-propagating exothermic reaction between components [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . This process is used for soldering and packaging in microelectronics [9, 10, 11, 12] , as well as for joining various surfaces [13, 14] . Multilayer high-energy materials, one of which is Al/Ni/.../Al/Ni, are of considerable interest for inseparable joining of various ceramic materials [15, 16] .
There are a number of publications devoted to interaction in Al-Ni system. However, the results of these studies are rather inconsistent [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . Various compositions and thickness ratios of Al/Ni layers have been studied. Different compounds formation sequences in these experiments generate different explanations for the behavior of the system. These explanations do not contradict generally accepted scientific views, but often remain unproven and hypothetical.
All this indicates the absence of a general concept of understanding processes that occur during the interaction of two contacting solid phases.
In this paper the differences in interactions in Al/Ni multilayer systems with two different layer ratios have been experimentally revealed: in one case, with an excess of Ni, in the other case with an excess of Al. Based on these data it is shown that an important role in system behavior can be played by energy density of the system, the parameter that can relate thermodynamic and kinetic features of multilayer system behavior. The aim of this work is to predict physicochemical behavior of a multilayer system depending on its composition and thermodynamic parameters, in particular, enthalpies of compound formation.
Experimental
The deposition of multilayer structures (Al/Ni) n on table salt substrates and oxidized Si substrates was carried out by magnetron sputtering in argon plasma in a single technological cycle. The thin film deposition facility was equipped with two DCmagnetron sputtering systems. Alternate work of magnetrons was controlled by computer in automatic mode. Using salt as a substrate is due to the ease of its dissolution in water resulting in the possibility of obtaining a multilayer foil without a substrate.
The studies were carried out by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), X-ray Phase Analysis (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Free multilayer foil was used for DSC and TEM. Multilayer film on SiO 2 /Si substrate was used for XRD. The total thickness of (Al/Ni) n film was w3 mm for DSC and XRD studies, and w100 nm for TEM studies. Two compositions were studied: the first one with an excess of Al (Al:Ni ratio 4.5:1 that corresponds to Ni 2 Al 9 compound composition), the second with an excess of Ni (Al:Ni ratio 1:3 that corresponds to Ni 3 Al compound composition on Al-Ni phase diagram).
In order to ensure these compositions the following thicknesses of Al/Ni layers were calculated: 200/50 nm for XRD samples and 20/5 nm in the case of an aluminum excess; 50/200 nm for XRD samples and 5/20 nm for TEM samples in the case of a nickel excess. Al:Ni layer thickness ratio was controlled by deposition rates of Ni and Al and a cross-section study in SEM or TEM. Al:Ni composition ratio was controlled by layer thickness ratio, EDX-analysis in SEM or EDAX-analysis in TEM.
DSC studies of solid-phase interaction processes were carried out using preliminarily calibrated DSC 204 F1 Phoenix (Netzsch-Geratebau GmbH) thermal differential calorimeter. Samples with a mass of 1e3 mg were heated in an argon atmosphere in pressed aluminum crucibles in temperature range from 25 C to 500 C at heating rate of 10 C/min. The temperature of the start of solid-phase interaction was determined by the onset of heat release, which is manifested by a deviation from the linear law on DSC dependences.
After determining the temperatures of solid-phase interactions with DSC samples for XRD and TEM were annealed in vacuum at corresponding temperatures at residual gas pressure of 7,10 À4 Pa. Heating to the selected temperature was carried out at the rate of 20 C/min. After that, the samples were held at this temperature for 40 minutes, and then cooled in a natural way.
RFA studies were performed using multifunctional X-ray diffractometer Rigaku SmartLab in symmetric reflection geometry: scanning mode was q-2q, the angular step -Dq ¼ 0.01 , the scanning speed -0.7 /min, the scanning range -5e90 < and the wavelength of X-ray radiation l(CuK a1 ) ¼ 1.5406 A.
FEI Tecnai G 2 20 S-Twin electron microscope equipped with EDAX attachment for X-ray energy-dispersive microanalysis and two-beam scanning electron microscope FEI Helios NanoLab 650 i with EDX attachment were used for TEM and SEM studies, respectively.
Results
Fig .1a and b shows SEM images of cross sections of initial multilayer structures for DSC and XRD studies with an excess of aluminum and nickel, respectively. As can be seen the total thickness of structures in both cases was w3 mm, and the number of layer pairs was 12. The thickness of individual layers of Al and Ni was w200 nm and w50 nm in the case of an excess of aluminum, and w50 nm and w200 nm in the case of an excess of nickel, respectively. Elemental analysis showed that the atomic ratio Al:Ni in the sample with an excess of aluminum was 6:1, and the atomic ratio Ni:Al in the case of excess of nickel was 3.36:1, which is even slightly larger than expected. At the same time, the oxygen content was found to be w10 at%.
Thermal effects in the obtained samples of multilayer films were investigated by DSC method. The results of measurements are shown in Fig. 2 . For the sample enriched with aluminum ( Fig. 2a) two intense peaks were recorded at 250 and 350 C, a weak peak at 400 C and, presumably, the shoulder of another peak at 500 C. For the sample enriched with nickel, in the temperature range 100e500 C three peaks are clearly visible on the heat flux curve: at 250, 350 and 450 C (Fig. 2b) .
Based on the results of DSC measurements the annealing temperatures of XRD and TEM samples were determined. These temperatures are indicated in Fig. 2(a) (aluminum excess) and (b) (nickel excess). 
The case of aluminum excess
On the X-ray diffraction pattern of the original sample only aluminum and nickel peaks were observed. Annealing at 290 C ( Fig. 3 ) led to the appearance of several peaks, all of which relate to NiAl compound. This allows us to conclude that it was this compound that was formed at 290 C.
After annealing at 380 C the X-ray diffraction pattern underwent noticeable changes ( by the DSC method.
to NiAl 3 . This suggests that NiAl is also present in the sample. The X-ray diffraction pattern of the sample annealed at 450 C shows no noticeable changes in the phase composition compared to the previous annealing temperature (Fig. 3) .
At the same time, TEM studies of samples of similar composition gave a different result. Fig. 4 shows TEM images of samples with aluminum excess at different annealing temperatures. Using an objective aperture due to diffraction contrast allows us to estimate dimensions of individual crystallites: dark fragments of images correspond to crystallites oriented in accordance with Bragg reflection. The figure shows that the original film is relatively homogeneous (Fig. 4a) . However during the annealing process the material of the alloy is redistributed in the film: thin and thick regions are formed (Fig. 4b) . And in the sample annealed at 550 C a cluster system is formed (Fig. 4c) . Fig . 5 shows selected-area diffraction patterns for the samples with aluminum excess. The diffraction pattern (DP) of the original sample is a combination of DP of two fcc lattices: nickel lattice with the parameter a ¼ 0.357 nm and aluminum lattice with the parameter a ¼ 0.409 nm. DP of nickel lattice is much weaker, since its molar fraction in the initial sample is much smaller than that of aluminum (Fig. 5a) .
A set of rings characteristic of rhombohedral NiAl 3 lattice appears in DP after annealing at 290 C. However the rings corresponding to hexagonal structure of Ni 2 Al 3 are also present in this DP. This structure is characterized by the presence of reflections from (001) planes with a large interplanar distance d ¼ 0.49 nm (Fig. 5e ).
In the DP of the sample annealed at 380 C new rings appear in comparison with the previous sample. They are typical of fcc structure with lattice constant a ¼ 0.355 nm, which corresponds to a nickel lattice (Fig. 5f ).
When the annealing temperature is increased to 450 C, the rings of nickel fcc lattice in the DP become clearer, and the pattern characteristic of hexagonal structure of NiAl 3 disappears (Fig. 5g) . In the DP of the sample annealed at maximum temperature of 550 C there are reflexes from two crystal lattices: fcc nickel lattice and cubic lattice of cesium chloride type characteristic of NiAl compound (Fig. 5h ). The latter lattice is identified by the presence of a strong ring corresponding to the (200) planes. This ring is absent in the DP of nickel fcc lattice. In addition, a halo appears in the DP. Considering that we are dealing with the case of aluminum excess, appearance of nickel and a compound slightly enriched in aluminum seems rather strange. Furthermore, it is not clear what happens to the released aluminum.
To clarify this situation, X-ray energy-dispersive spectra of this sample were obtained. The results of these measurements are presented in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that outside clusters there is practically no nickel, but there is a strong peak of aluminum. At the same time, peaks of both elements of the investigated alloy are present in the clusters (Fig. 6b ). The survey spectrum ( Fig. 6a) gives some average elemental composition. A large peak of oxygen is present in the spectra. This suggests that when heated to relatively high temperatures, aluminum being a more active element begins to react with residual oxygen present in the chamber. As a result aluminum excess is removed from the alloy and a film of amorphous aluminum oxide is formed. The same fact can also explain the inconsistency of elemental composition of the observed polycrystalline compounds and the composition of the initial sample. The difference between the results of TEM studies and XRD may be due to the fact that TEM samples have thinner layers, and interaction in them can go more easily.
Therefore, we performed additional annealing at lower temperatures of 100, 150, and 200 C.
The DP of the sample annealed at 100 C ( Fig. 5b ) practically does not differ from the initial sample: it also contains fcc lattices of nickel and aluminum.
When the annealing temperature is increased to 150 C ( Fig. 5c) , traces of several, the brightest, rings of NiAl 3 compound with rhombohedral crystal lattice are added to the diffraction pattern.
In the sample annealed at 200 C ( Fig. 5d ) the DP changes radically: it is clearly dominated by numerous rings of rhombohedral lattice of NiAl 3 . Against this background only a few rings of fcc lattice of aluminum can be distinguished.
Thus in the case of aluminum excess XRD studies show that NiAl compound is formed first, and then comes the formation of NiAl 3 . At the same time, a detailed TEM study demonstrates that NiAl 3 compound maximally enriched with aluminum is immediately formed at temperature of 150 C.
The case of nickel excess
On the X-ray diffraction pattern of the original sample ( Fig. 7 ) only aluminum and nickel peaks are observed as well as in the case of aluminum excess. However annealing at 275 C leads to the appearance of a set of peaks (Fig. 7) , which significantly differs from the case of aluminum excess (Fig. 7) . Although the annealing temperatures were close enough. All characteristic peaks of NiAl phase are observed. Nickel peaks are also present, which indicates that only part of it interacted with aluminum. The weak intensity of peaks corresponding to NiAl 3 phase indicates that its amount is extremely small. The diffractogram of the sample annealed at 410 C is significantly different from the previous one: the peaks corresponding to NiAl 3 compound completely disappeared; peaks of NiAl remained, and new peaks strictly corresponding to Ni 3 Al intermetallide appeared. Annealing at 500 C did not lead to a noticeable change. weaker, since its molar fraction in the initial sample is much smaller than that of nickel (Fig. 9a) .
After annealing at temperature of 275 C the rings corresponding to fcc lattice of aluminum disappear in the DC, and very weak rings corresponding to cubic lattice of NiAl (cesium chloride type) are added to the rings of fcc lattice of Ni (Fig. 9b) .
The DP of the sample annealed at 410 C (Fig. 9c ) is a superposition of patterns corresponding to Ni 3 Al compound and fcc lattice of nickel. Crystal structure of Ni 3 Al relates to Cu 3 Al type and represents fcc structure with superlattice. The lattice parameters of Ni and Ni 3 Al are very close. Therefore the corresponding rings of the DP acquire some blurring, which becomes especially noticeable as their radius increases. Due to the presence of superlattice the DP of Ni 3 Al includes so-called "chemically sensitive" reflexes, which are forbidden in the classical fcc structure.
In Fig. 3 c only the rings corresponding to these reflexes of Ni 3 Al are marked. The DP of the sample annealed at 550 C (Fig. 9d ) practically does not differ from the previous one (Fig. 9e) .
Thus in the case of nickel excess both XRD and TEM studies actually show the same sequence of compound formation: first NiAl compound is formed, and then Ni 3 Al is formed.
Discussion
The results presented in the study show that the sequences of compounds formed in (Al/Ni) n multilayer structures enriched in Al and Ni turn out to be different. Moreover, XRD on thick films and TEM on thinner films show different sequences. Thus there can be distinguished two extreme cases.
The first extreme case deals with a contact through one interphase boundary of two phases: Al phase and Ni phase, one of which is in large excess with respect to the other. In this case because of diffusion limitations the system moves through a sequence of compounds being formed. The last in the sequence is the compound maximally enriched with the excess component. This case has been studied quite well in systems that form metal silicides, because they are traditionally used in VLSI technology [23] . The typical condition of their formation is a large excess of silicon in comparison with metal. In particular, it is shown that in Ni-Si system Ni 2 Si compound, the most stable in this system, is always formed first. However after this in the case of a Si excess NiSi and NiSi 2 are sequentially formed from it, and in the case of a Ni excess Ni 5 Si 2 and Ni 3 Si are formed. The sequence of compounds formation in metal/silicon systems with one component excess is well justified from the standpoint of the theory of classical nucleation [24] . It is characteristic that the driving forces of each subsequent solid-phase chemical reaction of the compound formation decrease compared to the previous one as the concentration of silicon in these phases increases. (In the system under consideration, we can also see this trend in Table 2 negative. This indicates that these reactions are spontaneous and can proceed.
Another question is, which one of them will prevail?
The second extreme case is a multilayer structure with a large number of interfaces and, importantly, a very small thickness of layers. In this case there are no diffusion restrictions, and a compound corresponding to the quantitative ratio of the system components is formed first.
It should be noted that depending on their total thickness, the ratio of layer thicknesses and the number of multilayer systems very often could represent an intermediate case between these two extreme cases. Diffusion limitations then are present partially. And this is the most difficult case to predict. In this context the results of in-situ studies presented in works [25, 26] are also illustrative. In both cases thin multilayer samples suitable for TEM with Al:Ni ratio of 1:1 and layer thicknesses of w25 nm were examined. This is also close to the second extreme case mentioned above. However the samples had fundamental differences. In one case there was a planar structure with extended Al/Ni interfaces [25] , and in the other there was a cross section with many short Al/Ni interfaces [26] . It turns out that they behave differently: in one work the formation of NiAl compound was immediately observed, and in the other NiAl formation was first observed after the formation of NiAl 3 and Ni 2 Al 3 compounds.
Obviously, low-temperature formation of NiAl 3 compound NiAl 3 observed by TEM for the case of aluminum excess is close to the second extreme case. It is significant that this compound is formed despite the fact that it is incongruent-melting and is the most unstable in Al-Ni system. It is also characteristic that at a higher temperature it disintegrates in strict accordance with the phase diagram: Ni 2 Al 3 incongruentmelting compound appears and also disintegrates with increasing the temperature, i.e. with the formation of NiAl compound which is the most stable for this system.
We propose to explain the dissimilar behavior of multilayer systems with an explicit excess of one or the other component by analogy with the behavior of model gas systems. The basis for the analogy between the behavior of gas system and solidphase system is the following reasoning. Consider the well-known expression:
If we divide both its parts by volume V, then we get:
Values of different nature cannot be summed up, and hence from this expression it follows that the density of internal energy u ¼ U/V is equivalent to the force acting per unit area, that is, pressure. Thus we assume that the behavior of solid-phase system can be estimated from the change in energy density, in the same way as the behavior of gas system can be estimated from the change in pressure in the system.
The proposed model for interaction of two contacting solid phases is based on the use of parameter D r H 298 /nV, where D r H 298 (kJ/mol) is the enthalpy change due to the chemical reaction of formation of a new compound; V is the molar volume of the new compound formed as a result of the reaction; n is the number of moles of the new compound. In addition, we assume that D r H 298 /nV characterizes the change in energy density (enthalpy density h and density of internal energy u).
The scheme of the model gas system is shown in Fig. 10 . N vessels through the valves are connected to a vessel of volume V 0 . All vessels contain the same gas.
At the initial moment the valves are closed and the gas pressures in all the vessels are known:
(1) Fig. 10 . The scheme of the model gas system.
We assume that at the initial moment all the valves are open. Let us determine the dependences of gas pressures in all the vessels on time.
Assuming that the gas flow through the pipeline is proportional to the pressure difference in the respective vessels, and the pressure at constant temperature is proportional to the concentration, we obtain the following equations for the pressure change rate in the vessels:
where W i is the resistance of pipe i to the gas flow. This quantity depends on length and cross-section of the pipe and is analogous to electrical resistance. Thus, the behavior of the system is described by a system of homogeneous linear differential equations with constant coefficients:
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Its general solution is:
where p is the column of pressures; C i are constants determined from the initial conditions (1); l i are eigenvalues, and h i are the corresponding eigenvectors of the matrix of the system of Eq. (3). All eigenvalues l i are negative, and the inverse values of their modules are the relaxation times of the corresponding exponentials. The constant C 0 is the average pressure that will be established in all vessels as t/N:
Thus the process of pressure equalization is a combination of N exponential processes with different relaxation times. As a result the curves of dependences p i (t)
can turn out to be quite sophisticated.
In particular, the derivative of this function p i ' can change sign. On the one hand, p i ' is proportional to the pressure difference in reservoirs 0 and i and is inversely proportional to the resistance of pipeline i. On the other hand, p i ' is a flow from the 0th reservoir to reservoir i, and changing its sign indicates a change in the direction of this flow. Actually, at the initial time the largest gas flow is directed into the reservoir with minimum resistance of the corresponding pipeline. However after a while it weakens and can be directed out of it, because the pressure difference between the central reservoir and other i-th reservoir is still large.
Let us draw an analogy between the considered gas model and the process of interaction of two contacting solid phases. We assume that the change in the energy density u or h of the system during the chemical reaction of formation of a new compound at the boundary of two contacting solid phases occurs according to a law that is similar to the pressure change in gas system. Central reservoir 0 connected to N reservoirs by closed pipelines with various resistances is similar to the initial state of two contacting phases. Reservoirs 2, 3 ... N are analogous to compounds that can form in the system. Resistance of the pipeline W is analogous to the kinetic limitations -the processes of diffusion and nucleation.
The initial time when two solid phases are brought into contact corresponds to simultaneous opening of all valves and the emergence of gas flows from reservoir 0 to all the other reservoirs. This means that simultaneously the processes of nucleation of all compounds having negative DH 0 f will begin. However according to the gas example the largest matter flow will be directed to the formation of that compound, the nucleation and growth process of which is accompanied by the fastest decrease of energy density u or h in the system, which indicates the maximum process speed.
Moreover, if due to the formation of rapidly growing new phase u or h in the system would be less than the values corresponding to the formation of other new phases, then according to the gas example a flow of matter from these phases will arise.
In other words, if the density of internal energy of the system during nucleation and growth of any other phase changes very slowly, then the emerging nuclei of this phase will begin to dissolve. Obviously, if the processes of formation of several compounds proceed with close rates of change in the energy density in the system, then such compounds will grow simultaneously (parallel reactions). The growth of the compound (or compounds) with fast dynamics will continue until one of the initial contacting phases is completely consumed. If the excess of the other contacting phase remains in this case, then we again have two contacting macrophases, one of which is now a formed compound (or mixture of compounds). As a result the process of formation of the compound (or compounds) of the excess initial phase enriched with the component will follow the same principle. In turn, the change of contacting phases to more enriched ones will occur until a homogeneous or microheterogeneous system arises (consecutive reactions).
Thus, it is possible to formulate a rule for compounds formation sequence in the interaction of two contacting solid phases:
If the system has an excess of one of the initial phases, and it is possible to form multiple compounds in it, then the system proceeds according to those compounds formation sequence, which most rapidly reduces the density of internal energy in the system.
In solid-phase system it is impossible to determine the variation of u at any time. However, if we consider all possible sequences of chemical reactions of compounds formation in the system and calculate values of DH 0 /nV of these reactions, we can determine the variation of u with respect to the initial state as a result of each subsequent reaction in the sequence. The value of u can be represented as a function of mole fraction x of the excess component in the respective compounds. Since the mole fraction of the excess component varies monotonically with time, its change can be considered as an analog of time in the example with the gas system. Therefore, taking into account expression (4) the calculated points with some approximation can be approximated by the following function:
The result is a set of curves u(x), characterizing integral change in the energy density of the system of two contacting phases as a function of the excess component mole fraction in the initial phase when the system realizes various paths of motion to the equilibrium state. Obviously, in the case of an infinitely large amount of a component of one of the initial phases compared to the component of the second initial phase all paths must lead to the same equilibrium statethe infinitely dilute solution of the second phase component in the first component. This state is characterized by a certain level of internal pressure, so that all curves u(x) obtained in the approximation process must converge to one point at x ¼ 1. The most preferred path is determined in accordance with the rule justified above.
The publications on thermodynamic and physical properties of the Al-Ni system
were analyzed. Table 1 shows the initial data found, which we need to calculate. As can be seen the data of various authors on the enthalpy of formation of Al-Ni system compounds often differ significantly. In our calculations, we did not take into account the values that were clearly falling out, and for the rest we obtained an average value.
At the first stage we consider all possible chemical reactions in the system and define their D r H 298 and D r H 298 /nV. The results of this stage for Ni-Si system are presented in Table 2 . On the basis of the calculated data presented in Table 2 and according to the above stated rule of the sequence of compounds formation we shall compose the main sequences of motion of Ni-Al system to the equilibrium state for two cases: an infinite excess of aluminum and an infinite excess of nickel. [27] 8880 [28] 8910 [29] 6.60 6.60 0 For each sequence values of Du(x) are calculated, where x is the molar fraction of aluminum or nickel, depending on the case corresponding to the stoichiometry of the compound formed in the sequence under consideration.
Then the array of points (x, Du(x)) of each sequence by the method of least squares was approximated to function (3). As a result, two sets of curves for t internal energy density change u(x) as a function of molar fraction x were obtained. These curves for cases of excess of aluminum and nickel are shown in Fig. 11a and b, respectively.
Calculations show that in the case of an infinite excess of aluminum relative to nickel (Fig. 11a) at the stage of parallel competing reactions at the first moments of time the fastest decrease in internal energy density will be achieved by nucleation of Ni 3 Al 4 compound (curve 4). However, before it is fully formed, i.e. the mole fraction of the compound is achieved the formation of NiAl compound reduces u(x) faster (path 5).
By analogy with gas system this means that the nuclei of Ni 3 Al 4 compound will dissolve, and NiAl compound will be formed. Paths 1 and 2 cannot be realized, because at the moment when the molar fraction of Ni 3 Al and NiAl compounds is reached the energy density due to the formation of NiAl compound is already noticeably lower than the energy density that would result from the formation of any of these compounds. Thus path 5 is realized according to which NiAl 3 compound is formed after NiAl compound. As we have seen XRD studies show exactly this sequence. However neither XRD nor TEM confirms the nucleation of the first phase of Ni 3 Al 4 predicted by calculations. But since this should all be manifested at the level of nuclei, it can be confirmed or denied only by forming sample crosssection and studying it by high-resolution TEM.
In the case of an infinite excess of nickel with respect to aluminum (Fig. 11b ) energy density decreases most rapidly on path 5, which goes through the formation of the be realized, because when the molar fraction of any of these compounds is reached the energy density corresponding to their formation is higher than the energy density achieved by the formation of NiAl compound. As can be seen AlNi/Ni 3 Al 
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sequence is unambiguously confirmed by TEM results and, in fact, by XRD results except that after annealing at 275 C NiAl 3 compound was also identified together with AlNi.
Conclusion
The proposed approach based on the rule of high dynamics of energy density reduction in the system quite well predicts the behavior of Ni-Al system both in the case of an aluminum excess and in the case of a nickel excess.
It should be noted that the study of a system with a large excess of one of the components including theoretical forecasts is useful, since it allows us to estimate the amount of energy that this system can emit. In particular, as can be seen from Fig. 11 for Al-Ni system both in the case of an excess of Al and in the case of an excess of Ni it is w13e14 kJ/cm 3 . Moreover, according to the calculated dynamics of the change in energy density during successive formation of compounds we can estimate the expected the rate of energy release. This is important from the viewpoint of realization of self-propagating exothermic reaction. Thus, through the proposed approach it is possible to predict new systems for SHS.
Our calculations also allow us to predict which component ratio will be optimal from the point of view of maximum heat release in the system. For the system under consideration with composition Al:Ni ¼ 1:1, which is often used in practice and corresponds to the most stable in this system compound AlNi, the theoretical value is -9.55 kJ/cm 3 . At the same time, if the compositions are 1:3 or 3:2, the expected energy value due to two successive reactions will be higher -10.97 and -10.53 kJ/cm 3 , respectively.
Note also that thermodynamic method does not take into account thermal conductivity of the system, which is an important factor for SHS. Therefore, our technique is suitable for predicting the behavior of multilayer films with a greater total thickness and is less suitable for structures with a small total thickness, due to the appreciable contribution of the surface and the process of heat removal through it.
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